
Eco311 Optional Reading: Two Sample T Test (TSTT)

(Jing Li, Miami University)

1. We already learn how to apply t test for null hypothesis H0 : µ = c. This is called

one-sample t test because it is concerned with unconditional mean.

2. Sometimes we are interested in comparing conditional means. For instance, comparing

the average height of female to average height of male. Then the t test is called

two sample t test (tstt) or mean comparison test.

3. The basic idea is the same as one sample t test—we contrast reality with hypoth-

esis, and meanwhile take uncertainty into account .

4. First we specify the null hypothesis. R can test a default null hypothesis that aver-

age height of female is equal to average height of male. This no-difference-in-mean

hypothesis can be written as

H0 : µf = µm (1)

or equivalently,

H0 : µf − µm = 0 (2)

The right eye of panda is µf − µm.

5. The left eye is reality. Since sample average ȳ can estimate population average µ, the

left eye of panda is

ȳf − ȳm (3)

6. Sampling variation is measured by standard error, and is the mouth of panda. It

follows that for unpaired data (or independent two samples),

var(ȳf − ȳm) =
σ2
f

nf
+
σ2
m

nm
(4)

se =

√
σ2
f

nf
+
σ2
m

nm
(5)

where σ2 is variance, and n is the sample size.
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7. Then the unpaired TSTT is given by

unpaired TSTT = panda =
(ȳf − ȳm) − (µf − µm)√

σ2
f

nf
+ σ2

m

nm

(6)

8. We use GaltonFamilies data in the HistData package to illustrate TSTT

> library(HistData)

> data(GaltonFamilies)

> head(GaltonFamilies)

family father mother midparentHeight children childNum gender childHeight

1 001 78.5 67.0 75.43 4 1 male 73.2

2 001 78.5 67.0 75.43 4 2 female 69.2

3 001 78.5 67.0 75.43 4 3 female 69.0

4 001 78.5 67.0 75.43 4 4 female 69.0

5 002 75.5 66.5 73.66 4 1 male 73.5

6 002 75.5 66.5 73.66 4 2 male 72.5

> attach(GaltonFamilies)

> ybarm=mean(childHeight[gender=="male"])

> ybarm

[1] 69.2341

> ybarf=mean(childHeight[gender=="female"])

> ybarf

[1] 64.10397

> ybarf-ybarm

[1] -5.130122

We focus on childHeight. Average height for boys ȳm is 69.2341; average height for

girls ȳf is 64.10397; their difference is −5.130122. So on average, a girl is shorter than

a boy by 5.130122.

9. Next, the standard error is given as

> s2m = var(childHeight[gender=="male"])

> nm= length(childHeight[gender=="male"])

> s2f = var(childHeight[gender=="female"])
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> nf= length(childHeight[gender=="female"])

> se = sqrt(s2m/nm+s2f/nf)

> se

[1] 0.1629826

10. The unpaired TSTT for the default null hypothesis (2) is

> t = (ybarf-ybarm)/se

> t

[1] -31.47649

Since the absolute value of PSTT, 31.47649, is greater than 1.96, we reject the null

hypothesis that boys and girls have equal average heights. Intuitively we reject the

equal-mean hypothesis because 64.10397 and 69.2341 differ a lot.

11. The 95 percent confidence interval for µf − µm is (ȳf − ȳm) ± 1.96se. The lower and

upper bounds are

> (ybarf-ybarm)-1.96*se

[1] -5.449568

> (ybarf-ybarm)+1.96*se

[1] -4.810676

We reject null hypothesis (2) because 0 is outside the interval (−5.449568, −4.810676).

12. The p value is

> 2*pnorm(-31.47649)

[1] 1.82251e-217

which is less than 0.05, so rejecting null hypothesis (2).

13. We can quickly get all those results by using the built-in function t.test. Pay attention

to how to specify that function for unpaired TSTT
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> t.test(childHeight~gender)

Welch Two Sample t-test

data: childHeight by gender

t = -31.476, df = 929.89, p-value < 2.2e-16

alternative hypothesis: true difference in means between group female and group male is not equal to 0

95 percent confidence interval:

-5.449979 -4.810266

sample estimates:

mean in group female mean in group male

64.10397 69.23410

14. We can apply the paired TSTT to heights of father and mother. Intuitively, a tall man

tends to get married with a tall woman, so heights of spouses are not independent. So

the paired test is necessary.

> t.test(father, mother, paired = TRUE, alternative = "two.sided")

Paired t-test

data: father and mother

t = 47.73, df = 933, p-value < 2.2e-16

alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0

95 percent confidence interval:

4.897800 5.317832

sample estimates:

mean of the differences

5.107816

We reject the hypothesis that father and mother have equal average heights because (i)

t = 47.73 > 1.96; (ii) p−value < 0.05; (iii) 0 is outside the interval (4.897800, 5.317832)

15. The paired TSTT basically applies the one-sample t test to the difference of father and

mother height
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> dif = father-mother

> t.test(dif, miu=0, alternative = "two.sided")

One Sample t-test

data: dif

t = 47.73, df = 933, p-value < 2.2e-16

alternative hypothesis: true mean is not equal to 0

95 percent confidence interval:

4.897800 5.317832

sample estimates:

mean of x

5.107816

16. In short, two sample t test is needed when we want to compare mean values (e.g.,

compare death proportion of vaccinated people and unvaccinated people, compare

average GPA of Dr. Li’s 311 class and Dr. Nencka’s class, compare the average body

temperature before and after patients take a medicine). The statistics depends on

whether two samples are paired (dependent) or unpaired (independent). We still use

critical value, p value or confidence interval to draw conclusion.
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